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UBLESHOOTING

The Perfect Method, lV:
Controlling Peak Spacing

his is the fourth installmenr ln a

series on method development for

liquid chromatography (LC),

with an emphasis on developing trouble-

free methods quickly. \7e started out by
considering some of the goals we might

have and some method development

strategies (1). Next, we selected starting
condit ions l tor reversed-phase separations
(2). This was followed by a discussion of
how to control retention for good chro-
matographic performance (3). This
month, we'll consider how to pull apart
those rroublesome peak pairs.

Getting Retention Right

Last month (3), we were introduced to
equation l :

R, = 0.25 tk I (h + r) l  (a-r) lr05 t l l
i  i i  i i i

as a guide for the method develop-
ment process. Here R, is the resolution, *
is the retention factor, ct is the separation
factor, and lVis the column plate num-

ber. 
'We 

looked at ways ro adjust the
retention factor

h: ( tx- ts) I ts t2)

by changing the mobile phase

strength. (rp and lo are the rerenrion t ime
and column dead time, respectively.) A

retention factor of 2 < , < 10 is ideal,

bur I  (  h < 20 is satislacrory in many
cases. There is a regular change in reren-

tion with solvent strength for each ana-

l1'te according to:

log(P) = log(Ao) - (S)(o/oB) t3l

where [6 is the (extrapolated) retention

at 0%o organic (100% water or buffer),
o/oB is the percent organic solvent in the
mobile phase, and .S is the slope of the
plot. The relationship of equation 3 allows
us to predict retention for a given anallte
based upon just nvo experiments at differ-
ent o/oB-values, because the plot oflog(A)
versus %oB is linear in most cases.

Retention of "Regular"

Compounds

Compounds that have very similar struc-

tures, such as homologs, we will refer to as
"regular" compounds. These have very

similar plots of log(A) vs. o/oB, as seen in

Figure 1 for a sample of nine triazine her-

bicides (4). In such cases, the individual

plots tend to fan out, with increasing peak
spacing for weaker solvents (lower o/oB-

values). This is what is expected from the

fundamental resolution equation (equa-

tion 1) - as I is increased, R, is increased.

However, relative peak spacing doesnr
change, so in terms of selectiviry there is

little to be gained from a change in the
mobile phase strength. As such, a simple
change in the mobile phase strength is of
little help in pulling aparr rwo peaks that
are difficult to separate when samples are

all related closely in structure.

Retention of " lrregular"

Compounds

Fortunately, samples comprising entirely
"reguiar" compounds are much less com-
mon than those samples whose compo-
nents differ in functional group rypes.

Such sampies we will refer to as "irregular"

samples. An example of the rerention

behavior of an "irregular" sample is shown
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peak crossovers (retention reversals) occur.
It is such changes that we can rake advan-
tage of, so that by adjusting the o/oB, we
can adjust the selectivity ofthe separation
and pull specific peaks apart. \7e also can
quickly find conditions to avoid, where
the lines cross in the plots and, thus,
peaks overlap compietely.

Taking Advantage of Selectivity

To quantify selectiviry we use rhe separa-
tion factor ct:

a  =  k 2 /  k y  t 4 )

where Ar and k2 are the retention fac-

tors of the first and second peak of a
given peak pair.  lFwe have rerenrion

behavior as in Figure 2, k-values will not
change in parallel, so the ct-related term
ii of equation 1 will change, resulting in
a change in resolution.

In the earlier discussion (2) ofThble I,
we saw that changing the %B was a grear

way to change 

-:;: 

; ;::;;. -:;
samples. Although a change in %oB is not
the most powerful way to change selectiv-
iry it is very easy, robust, and is compati-
ble with UV and mass spectral detectors.
Samples that contain ana\tes with differ-
ent functional groups, such as those of the
irregular sample of Figure 2, will respond
well to %oB as a tool to change peak spac-
ing. These reasons support our decision to
change the o/oB first in our efforts to fine-
tune the selectiviry ofa given separarion.

The Resolution Map

\(e can use plots, such as Figures 1 and2,
to calculate le for each peak and, thus, o
for each peak pair at any o/oB. Because

these plots are on a semilog scale, they can
be hard to interpret visually. A more useful
approach is to take advantage ofthe rela-
tionship of equation 1. From our log(,4)
versus %oB plots, we can get values for the
retention Q) and selectiviry (lz) terms of
equadon 1 for any o/oB. A value for resolu'
tion R. is much more usefirl than P or o',
arrd this can be obtained by calculating,
measuring, or estimating the column plate
number l/ (term ii) . If we chose starting
conditions with a 150 mm X 4.6 mm col-
umn packed with 5-pm parricles, the plate
number is approximately 10,000 (2),

which is suinciently close for resolution

estimates using equation 1. Now, we can
plot R, versus %oB, as shown in Figure 3
lor a mixrure of slx nirroaromaric com-
pounds. This is called a resolution map
and is available in the popular rerenrion
modeiing software packages (for example,
DryLab from Molnar Institute, Berlin,

Figure 1: Plot of log(k) vs. %B for the "reg-
ular" samole of reference 4.

Figure 2: Plot of log(k) vs. %B for the
"irregular" sample of reference 5.

in Figure 2 for a mixture of substituted
benzoic acids (nitro, chloro, fluoro, and so
forth) and substituted anilines (5). It is
obvious that, although the general slope of
the plots is similar to Figure 1, the peak
spacing for individual pairs of compounds
changes dramatically with a change in the
mobile phase strength. In several cases,

Figure 3: Resolut ion map for a sample of six nitroaromatic compounds. Resolut ion values at
(a) 40ok B, (b) 50% B, (c) 55% B, and (d) 70% B correspond with the chromatoqrams shown
in  F igure  4 .
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Figure  4 :  S imu la ted  chromatograms fo r
separa t ions  cor respond ing  to  cond i t ions
indicated by (a-d) in Figure 3.

Germany, ChromSword from Merck,

Darstadt, Germany, and ACD/LC Simula-

tor from Advanced Chemistrv Develoo-

ment, Toronto, Canada).

The resolution map is a plot of the res-

olution of the least-resolved, or "critical,"

peak pair at every o/oB-value. This is illus-

trated with the simulated chromatograms

of Figure 4 for several points on the reso-

Iution map of Figure 3. At 40o/o B (Figure

4a), the minimum resolut ion is near zero

and we see that the last rwo peaks are

merged into a single peak. These two

peaks pull apart as we move to higher

7oB-values, as for 50% B in Figure 4b.

The maximum overali resolution is at the

apex of the plot at 55o/o B (Figure 4c),

where the resolution of peaks 2 and 3 is

equal to that of peala 5 and6.Ifwe con-

tinue to move to higher %B-values, peals

2 and 3 become the critical peak pair and
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the overall resolution is reduced (Figure

4d). Note how the retention times (and,

thus, *-values) change for the different

conditions of Figure 4. So you c:rn see

how this powerful tool can lead you

quickly to fine-tuned conditions that give

the best overdl separation - it can save

days of trial-and-error experiments.

Other Variables

The resolution map of Figure 3 is for a

variation in the 7oB, and requires only

two experiments to obtain the input data.

Similar maps c:rn be made for most of the

other variables ofThble L Resolution as a

function of column temperaure requires
just two input runs, whereas changing

solvent rype, ion pairing reagent concen-

tration, or pH requires at least three runs

to calibrate the retention model. The use

of retention mapping in method develop-

ment can greatly speed up the develop-

ment process. It can help quickly identify

rhe besr conditions for the separation as

well as danger regions to avoid.

Conclqsions

Once we have adjusted the mobile phase

strength so that 1 < k < 20, to get the

retention times in a region that is likely

to give good ;-:::r,^*';;:

ance, we can move on to the adiustment

of peak spacing. Because most samples

contain analytes with a variety offunc-

tional groups, our samples usually fall

into the category of "irregular" samples,

as illustrated in Figure 2. 
'!7hen 

this is

the case, adjusting the mobile phase per-

cent organic can move peaks relative to

each other so that we can hopefully find

conditions where all the peaks are

resolved from each other. The use of

equation 1 allows us to generate resolu-

tion maps that will help to identify

quickly the conditions for the best sepa-

rarion. Because the resolution map is

constructed based upon real experi-

ments, it can provide very accurate pre-

dictions of resolution. If the relation-

ships between retention and mobile

phase conditions are linear (or logJin-

ear), two experimental runs are required.

For more complex relationships, such as

retention versus pH, more experimental

runs might be required, but the resolu-

tion mapping concept works just as well

for such variables. Any ofthe continu-

ous variables ofTable I (all except col-

umn rype) are amenable to retenrion

mapping.
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For an ongoing discussion of LC trouble-
shooting with lohn Dolan and other chro-
matographers, visit the Chromatography
Forum discussion group at http:llvvww.
chromforum.com.


